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Hourly performance rate: $100/hr. per Artist
Travel Rate
o Outside Denver/Metro: $25/hr. per Artist
o Over 2 hours: $50*
o Over 4 hours: $100*
o Over 6 hours: $200*
Provision and Transportation of Sound Equipment (P.A. Equipment, speakers, stands,
etc.): $75 (this is provisional upon whether or not the venue has a P.A. system or if the artist
has to supply the equipment.)
iPod Playlists or Miscellaneous Music (Music that does not involve the
instrumentalist): An applicable fee will be assessed based on whether the artist is
providing the Sound Equipment (see above). If the artist is not providing the equipment,
the fee is negotiable. The artist is not responsible for compiling playlists unless it is
requested. If requested an additional surcharge will be added to overall cost. The artist is
not being hired as a DJ, but as a live, musical performer.
Artist Repertoire: The artist will provide a list of musical genres and styles that are available
for the duration of the artists hire. If there are specific songs that the client would like to
request, the artist will learn 2(two) songs at no additional charge. An additional charge of
$10(ten) dollars per song will be assessed for the artist performing as an individual. If the
artist is performing with any additional musician(s), $20(twenty) dollars will be assessed.**
Timeliness: The artist will arrive before his scheduled performance time to check in with
venue coordinators and set up any equipment that the artist has brought. The artist is not
responsible for setting up equipment that has been provided by another vendor for the
event. That is the vendor’s responsibility. The artist will be sensitive to the ambience of the
venue and will sound check the equipment with consideration to surrounding events and
attendees. Early arrival ensures a solid sound check. Tardiness will result in an agreeable
lowering of contracted rates to account for a late start and will be refunded to the client.
Timeliness will be defined and the time of booking.
Payments: The artist, unless it has been pre-determined through a third(3rd) party booking
agent, will receive payment upon completion of the performance. Payments will not be
accepted by mail, unless agreed upon through a third(3rd) party booking agent, and will
either be cash based or a personal check made out to the artist for the agreed upon
amount. Any discrepancies will be looked in to by the third(3 rd) party booking agent or by
reviewing the agreed upon contract between the client and the artist and will be rectified
onsite before the artist departs the venue.
* Adverse weather conditions may result in additional fees based upon weather
predictions of an in-climate nature.
** Additional musicians require the artist to make special arrangements in terms of time
allotted for rehearsal with any accompanying musicians.
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